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Creative thinker and problem solver. Ready to work until the job is finished and goals 
have been reached. Technically-savvy with outstanding relationship building, training
and presentation skills.

EXPERIENCE

Jr. Sports Writer
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2005 – JUNE 2007

 Won awards for column and feature-writing, and posting video 
interviews and game highlights online.

 Department won awards for package design and coverage during 
tenure as writer and editor.

 Edited, designed and paginated sports section nightly.
 Strengthened multimedia and social media presence of department 

by creating Twitter handles for all reporters.
 Wrote features and game stories for high school and college athletics.
 Beat writer for Idaho State mens basketball and southeast Idaho high 

school football, and helped editor design and plan section daily.
 Wrote for Buckeye Sports Bulletin (and the publications website), with

an emphasis on feature articles, game coverage, and news 
pertaining.

Sports Writer 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2005

 I covered all of the high school sports teams, game by game and 
week by week.

 Wrote feature stories, profiles and wrote about anything or anyone 
who had anything to do with the Piedmont sports scene.

 Also took photographs of all the sports teams and created my own 
sports news and feature stories for the paper.

 The acknowledgement of my Publisher-editor Gray Cathrall regarding 
my writing skills and ability mean the most as did the positive 
feedback of readers, players, coaches and sports fans.

 Brought a fresh, enthusiastic approach to the position, wrote 
insightful, hopefully informative, illuminating and breezy stories with 
attention to detail and cultivated a following, just as I have in my 
previous sports editor and writer jobs.

 Skills Used I am a sports photo-journalist who totally enjoys the job 
and all that goes with it.

 My writing, information-getting, personal and photographic skills are 
very solid but I believe what sets me apart as a writer is that I truly 
love and enjoy every detail involved in writing sports..
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EDUCATION

 B.A. in Sports Studies - 2001(Ithaca College)

SKILLS

Search Engine Optimization, Microsoft Office, Copy Editing.
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